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Abstract

Introduction

The most common disease-causing mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA)
mutation in mitochondrial encephalomyopathy (ME) with lactic
acidosis and stroke-like episodes (MELAS) is m.3243A>G. In the
future, the incidence of patients with cerebral infarction and diabetes mellitus is expected to increase tremendously. Additionally, the
A3243G mutation typical of diabetes is estimated to be present in
approximately 2% of all diabetes patients, which suggests that the
potential disease population with a mitochondrial disorder is greater
than previously thought, and there may have been many cases among
the elderly that were misdiagnosed. Considering this background,
MELAS with the onset of stroke-like episodes should be considered
an important differential diagnosis for elderly patients with cerebral infarction, although it might have been overlooked until now.
A 68-year-old Japanese female developed convulsive seizures and
was admitted to Hospital of International University of Health and
Welfare for epilepsy. She had been hospitalized twice in the previous year for cerebral infarction and seizures. She experienced sensorineural hearing loss at a young age. Thus, although she was elderly, we suspected MELAS and detected elevations of pyruvic and
lactic acid. A genetic test revealed a point mutation in the mtDNA
(m.3243A>G) that led to a definitive diagnosis of MELAS. To date,
MELAS has been regarded as a disease of the relatively young. The
incidence of patients with cerebral infarction and diabetes mellitus
is expected to greatly increase. Thus, we should evaluate cerebral
infarction in the elderly with caution to prevent missed diagnoses
of MELAS.

Mitochondrial disorders consist of a heterogeneous group of
disorders that are linked to mutations in mitochondrial DNA
(mtDNA) or nuclear mitochondrial maintenance genes. The
most common disease-causing mtDNA mutation in mitochondrial encephalomyopathy (ME) with lactic acidosis and strokelike episodes (MELAS) syndrome is m.3243A>G, which is
estimated to account for 80% of mitochondrial disorders [1].
Currently, the definitive diagnosis of MELAS is generally
achieved by identifying the m.3243A>G mutation rather than
through the performance of muscle biopsies. This mutation has
been reported to occur in approximately 2% of adult diabetes
mellitus (DM) patients [2, 3]. DM and age are typical risk factors for cerebral infarction. Therefore, there is a high risk of
misdiagnosis, which is defined as the failure to correctly recognize MELAS with an elderly onset of stroke-like episodes
in cases of elderly cerebral infarction. According to the diagnostic criteria, stroke-like episodes have to appear before the
age of 40 in MELAS [4]. Conventionally, “elderly” has been
defined as a chronological age of 65 or older, but few cases occur in the elderly above the age of 65 [5, 6]. Japan is currently
an aging society with a large proportion of elderly citizens.
Consequently, the incidence of cerebral infarction is predicted
to increase in the future. Therefore, MELAS with the onset
of stroke-like episodes should be considered an important differential diagnosis for elderly patients with cerebral infarction,
although it might have been overlooked until now.
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A 68-year-old Japanese female developed convulsive seizures
after sudden sweating during the early morning of April 10,
2016. The convulsive seizures subsided after approximately
3 min. Approximately 1 week before the convulsive seizures
occurred, the patient experienced appetite loss and registered
a fever with a temperature of 38 °C on April 9. A visit to her
doctor led to the suspicion of a urinary tract infection (UTI)
for which the patient was prescribed antibiotics. The patient
was initially admitted to Hospital of International University
of Health and Welfare for suspected pneumonia, UTI, and
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Figure 1. MRI examinations from May 2014 showing the migratory lesions of mitochondrial encephalomyopathy, lactic acidosis,
and stroke-like episodes. Cortical DWI (a) and FLAIR (b) sequences revealed hyperintensity in the left temporal lobe.

epilepsy caused by cerebral infarction. A physical examination
revealed a height of 153 cm, a body weight of 33.4 kg, a body
mass index of 14.3 kg/m2, a body temperature of 37.9 °C, a
heart rate of 124 bpm, a blood pressure of 106/89 mm Hg, an
SpO2 in room air of approximately 85%, and a Glasgow coma
scale score of E3V3M4. The patient occasionally opened her
eyes but was unresponsive. She had already recovered from her
seizures, which had abated by the time she arrived at our hospital. A chest examination revealed no rattling sound in the lungs,
an abdomen examination revealed no reddening at the site of a
percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy, and limb examinations
revealed flexion contracture of the left upper limb. The muscle
strength was difficult to evaluate, and behavioral observation
indicated a manual muscle testing grade of 3-4 in the upper
limbs. The grip strength was also difficult to examine. However, the patient was capable of gripping a plastic bottle.
The muscle tone was enhanced on both sides and to a
greater extent on the left than the right. Her activities of daily
living (ADL) were registered as follows: higher function, capable of communicating through simple conversation, required
assistance setting and tidying up for meals, capable of feeding
herself using a spoon and fork, required full assistance with
transfer to and from a wheelchair, required full assistance with
grooming, capable of wiping her face if given a towel, used a
portable toilet but required full assistance, used a wheelchair to
move about, and required full assistance with dressing, defecation, and urination.
The patient previously worked as a nurse at a hospital between the ages of 18 and 25 years. At age 25, she married and
quit her job to become a full-time housewife. She gave birth
to a daughter at age 26 (her daughter’s current age is 43) and
a son at age 28 (her son’s current age is 41). Her children are
both unmarried and have no children of their own. At age 41,
she began treatment for diabetes. At age 50, she began using
a hearing aid. At age 67 (in May 2014), she was admitted to

another hospital for a cerebral infarction (left temporal lobe;
Fig. 1a, b). No evident paralyses of the limbs were noted, but
the patient did exhibit a disturbance of consciousness. After
admission, the patient experienced convulsive seizures. In
October 2014, the patient was admitted to the same hospital
for the same symptoms and received treatment for a cerebral
infarction (right temporal lobe; Fig. 2a, b). In June 2015, the
patient was discharged, and since that time, her impairment in
terms of regarding ADL and her cognitive dysfunction have
progressed rapidly. The patient’s mother had a loss of hearing,
used a hearing aid, and lived to 96 years of age. The patient has
seven siblings and is the fourth-born child. Her third-born sister died of kidney failure at age 19. Her other siblings are still
alive, and the eldest sister is 83 years of age and is independent
in terms of ADL.
After admission to our neurology department, the patient
underwent fluid replacement and was started on ceftriaxone
for infection and fosphenytoin sodium hydrate intravenous injections for convulsive seizures for a week. Thereafter, oral
phenytoin was titrated to 200 mg/day. A computed tomography
(CT) scan of the head taken on April 2016 revealed calcification around the basal ganglia (Fig. 3a, b). The patient had
originally been initiated on insulin at our hospital for diabetes,
and a loss of hearing was noted at this time. Echocardiography did not reveal any significant disorders outside of myocardial disease. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans of
the head that were performed during all hospitalizations also
revealed cortical laminar necrosis-like findings, white matter
and the cortical atrophy, which was recognized prominently in
the cerebellar cortex (Fig. 4a, b). Hypocalcemia was observed
on blood tests, which, in addition to the patient’s history of
convulsive seizures, suggested parathyroidism and late-onset
MELAS. A blood test revealed an intact parathyroid hormone
level of 29 pg/mL that was within the normal range, but the test
also revealed elevated pyruvic acid (1.51 mg/dL) and lactic
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Figure 2. MRI examinations from October 2014 showing the migratory lesions of mitochondrial encephalomyopathy, lactic acidosis, and stroke-like episodes. Cortical DWI (a) and FLAIR (b) sequences revealed hyperintensity in the right temporal lobe.

acid (32.9 mg/dL) levels, which strengthened the suspicion of
MELAS. To make the diagnosis of MELAS, we outsourced the
genetic testing of her blood. The genetic analysis identified an
adenine-to-guanine mtDNA point mutation at nucleotide 3243
(m.3243A>G), which led to a definitive diagnosis of MELAS.
The patient’s inflammatory reaction subsequently subsided,
and her condition stabilized without the development sudden
recurrence or worsening of the seizures in the follow-up period, and the phenytoin was continued.

Discussion
ME
ME is a generic name for syndromes that exhibit various neurological, muscular, and systemic organ symptoms due to a
dysfunction of the mitochondria, which are responsible for
energy metabolism in humans. Because ME has a wide range

Figure 3. CT scan of the brain from April 2016 of a case with mitochondrial encephalomyopathy with lactic acidosis and strokelike episodes (MELAS). In retrospect, the additional clinical features and bilateral basal ganglia calcification (a and b) were suggestive of MELAS.
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Figure 4. MRI of the brain from April 2016 of a case with mitochondrial encephalomyopathy with lactic acidosis and stroke-like
episodes (MELAS). FLAIR (a) sequences revealed white matter and cortical laminar necrosis-like findings and the cortical atrophy in the right temporal lobe. (b) The cortical atrophy was recognized prominently in the cerebellar cortex.

of causes that include dysfunctions of the electron transport
chain, enzymes, pyruvate metabolism, tricarboxylic acid cycle-related metabolism, fatty acid metabolism, nucleic acid
metabolism, and adenosine triphosphate transfer, it exhibits a
diverse range of symptoms in addition to the neurological and
muscular symptoms that include cardiac, circulatory, renal, endocrine, gastrointestinal, sensory, and blood symptoms.
MELAS
Before age 40, MELAS is characterized by stroke-like episodes that occur with symptoms that include headache, vomiting, seizures, visual field abnormalities, motor paralysis of
the four limbs, and disturbances of consciousness. Head scans
(CT and MRI) in the acute phase reveal abnormal findings
that resemble those of cerebral infarction in appearance, but
the locations of these findings are inconsistent with the main
blood vessel-dominant regions of the cerebral artery, and
these abnormal regions expand and disappear over the course
of the disease as observed in our case. In the early stages of
the disease, the above-mentioned symptoms that accompany
stroke-like episodes are reversible, but as the seizures recur,
these symptoms remain as obvious aftereffects and ultimately
result in the atrophy of the infarction-like areas of the brain.
The associated complications often include migraine, muscle
weakness, emaciation, sensorineural hearing loss, exotropia,
drooping eyelids, neuropathy, hypertrophic cardiomyopathy,
intraventricular conduction disturbances such as Wolff-Parkinson-White syndrome and De Toni-Fanconi syndrome, diabetes, short stature, and multiple endocrine disorders such as hypothyroidism. The A3243G mtDNA mutation is also observed
in 80% of patients. Temporally and spatially, the recurrent

stroke-like episodes ultimately result in the patient becoming bedridden, which is similar to the outcomes of recurrent
recusant cerebral infarction and cerebrovascular dementia, or
result in death from multiple organ failure. Cohort studies of
MELAS in Japan have placed the mean ages of death from
MELAS at 15 years and 2 months in pediatric cases and 40
years in adult cases [7, 8]. mtDNA disorders with the A3243G
mutation typical of diabetes are estimated to be present in approximately 2% of all diabetes patients, which suggests that
the potential disease population with mitochondrial disorders
is greater than previously thought.
MELAS primarily occurs in childhood, which means that
80% of patients exhibit their first symptoms of seizure between
the ages of 5 and 15. The stroke-like symptoms with high incidences are paroxysmal headache and vomiting (in nearly all
cases), seizures (≥ 90%), transient hemiplegia, and visual impairment (semi-blindness). During episodes, patients exhibit
marked acidosis (serum and spinal fluid lactic acid levels at
least 2 - 3 times the normal level), and CT and MRI scans reveal local ischemic changes that primarily occur in the occipital region. Unlike cerebral infarction observed in adults, MELAS presents with low-density areas that are inconsistent with
the main blood-vessel-dominant region. However, there is no
doubt that some types of vascular lesion are strongly involved
in the onset of this disease. Prior to the appearance of seizurerelated symptoms, most patients are asymptomatic, and many
exhibit no intellectual abnormalities. Nonetheless, short stature, easy fatigability, and mild muscle weakness are often
observed. As seizure-related symptoms recur, patients exhibit
symptoms that include intellectual deterioration, emaciation,
and renal failure, which ultimately lead to death. Research has
revealed that 80% of patients with this disease have the 3243
A→G point mutation (3243 mutation) in the region that codes
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Table 1. Summary of Published Cases of Patients Older Than 65 Years Who Presented With MELAS
Age at
diagnosis
(years)

Sex Main clinical features

Neuroimaging findings

Mutation

Reference

67

F

Seizures, stroke-like episodes,
hearing deficit, progressive higher
brain function impairment and DM

Bilateral temporal lobe and basal
ganglia calcification

m.3243A>G

Our case

70

F

Headaches, hearing deficit,
DM and encephalopathy

Right temporal and basal
ganglia calcification

m.3243A>G

Aurangzeb et
al, 2014 [5]

66

F

Encephalopathy, proximal
myopathy and DM

Left periventricular lacunar infarction and prominent m.3243A>G
calcification of the pineal gland and basal ganglia

Jones et al,
2004 [6]

DM: diabetes mellitus.

for tRNALeu (UUR) in the mtDNA, and 10% of patients have
the 3271 T→C point mutation of the same tRNA [9, 10]. Even
if the mother and siblings of a typical MELAS patient carry the
same 3243 mutation, the time required for the patient to transition from being asymptomatic to exhibiting typical MELAS
symptoms varies [2]. Cases of familial diabetes with the 3243
mutation have also been discovered, and revelations about the
various symptoms that the 3243 mutation exhibits are continuing to be made.
The diversity of symptoms is the result of tissue specificity
The coexistence of mutated and normal mtDNAs within a
single tissue is a characteristic finding of ME. Moreover, the
amount of mutated mtDNA differs both between tissues and
between cells (e.g., between muscle fibers in muscle tissue).
Muscle fibers that accumulate mitochondria take an abnormal
form that is referred to as “ragged red fiber (RRF)”, and the
existence of RRF is a diagnostic finding for mitochondrial disease. RRF contains substantial amounts of mutated mtDNA
and decreased amounts of normal mtDNA [11]. With the MELAS-associated 3243 mutation, the increase in mutated mtDNA within the vascular smooth muscle cells is a noteworthy
finding. The quantity of mitochondria also increases in these
abnormal blood vessels. Thus, MELAS involves systemic abnormalities of the vascular system, and these abnormalities are
thought to manifest in the central nervous system and trigger
stroke-like symptoms. Thus, the performance of a muscle biopsy is ideal for reaching a definitive diagnosis based on the
detection of RRF. However, muscle biopsies are invasive examinations that place a burden on the patient. Furthermore,
research results related to MELAS and the m.3243A>G mutation are currently accumulating. Thus, if there are sufficient
clinical features and accompanying neuroimaging findings, as
in our case, it has recently become unnecessary to perform a
muscle biopsy.
The prognosis cannot be estimated from the amount of mutated mtDNA
Research in culture systems has revealed that when the mu816

tated mtDNA within a single cell increases beyond a certain
threshold, the tissue containing that cell loses function. This
threshold is thought to be 90-95% with the 3243 mutation
(normal mtDNA at levels of 5-10% is able to compensate for
this mutation) [12]. However, no correlation exists between
mutated mtDNA and clinical symptoms in terms of the clinically measurable DNA isolated from muscle and blood [10].
This lack of a correlation means that even if a mutation in the
mtDNA is present, the future onset of MELAS and the specifics of the associated symptoms cannot be predicted. Furthermore, even if a female carries mutated mtDNA, her children
are not 100% certain to also carry that mutation. The difficulty
of prenatal diagnoses and genetic counseling for ME is thus
becoming increasingly clear.
MELAS is an important differential diagnosis for cerebral
infarction with the elderly onset of stroke-like episodes
In the future, it is expected that the incidence of patients with
cerebral infarction and DM will increase tremendously. Additionally, the A3243G mutation typical of diabetes is estimated
to be present in approximately 2% of all diabetes patients,
which suggests that the potential disease population with a
mitochondrial disorder is greater than previously thought, and
there may have been many previous elderly cases that have
been misdiagnosed. Temporally and spatially, these recurrent
stroke-like episodes ultimately result in the patient becoming
bedridden as occurs due to recurrent recusant cerebral infarction and cerebrovascular dementia. Currently, before the age
of 40 years, MELAS is characterized by stroke-like episodes
that occur with various symptoms. Thus far, MELAS has
rarely been reported to present with stroke-like episodes after the age of 40 years. Additionally, it is uncertain why the
onset of neurological dysfunction is delayed into adulthood in
some MELAS patients. The pathological mechanism may be
due to a lower mitochondrial mutation load in the brains of
these patients because the diversity of symptoms is the result
of tissue specificity as mentioned above. Specifically, in cases
of elderly onset stroke-like episodes such as our case, it is possible that the patients’ brains carry an even lower mitochondrial mutation load. Although there are some published cases
of adult-onset patients who presented with MELAS with the
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Table 2. Features to be Considered in the Differential Diagnosis of MELAS in Elderly Cerebral Infarction Patients
Recurrent stroke-like episodes
Head scans (CT and MRI) that are inconsistent with the main blood-vessel-dominant region
CT scans revealing calcification around the basal ganglia
Atrophy of the cerebrum
Sensorineural hearing loss from a young age
Progressive higher brain dysfunction
Emaciation
Presence of a family history
Recurrent seizures
Disturbances of consciousness
CT: computed tomography; MRI: magnetic resonance imaging.

m.3243A>G mutation [10, 13-15], elderly MELAS patients
over the age of 65 are not commonly reported [5, 6] (Table 1).
To the best of our knowledge, the present case is only the third
such report. Based on the presently available research results,
when a mutation in the mtDNA exists, the onset of MELAS
and the specifics of the associated symptoms cannot be predicted.
The symptoms (i.e., seizures, visual field abnormalities,
motor paralysis of the limbs, disturbances of consciousness,
muscle weakness, emaciation, sensorineural hearing loss, and
progressive higher brain dysfunction) and head scans (CT and
MRI) of MELAS patients with stroke-like symptom are very
similar to those of cerebral infarction in the elderly. Regarding
head scans (CT and MRI), unlike cerebral infarction observed
in adults, it is thought that MELAS presents with low-density
areas that are inconsistent with the main blood-vessel-dominant
region. Additionally, the CT scan that revealed calcification
around the basal ganglia and the brain CT that revealed calcification in 2016 provided us with clues regarding the diagnosis of
MELAS in practice, although this CT finding is also recognized
in a large proportion of the elderly. Although basal ganglia calcification is a common incidental finding upon neuroimaging of
the elderly, this sign should lead clinicians to consider an underlying mitochondrial disorder in the presence of other appropriate clinical features [16]. Generally, MRI is thought to show
hyperintensity on diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) and fluidattenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) with a predilection for
the parietal, temporal, and occipital cortices without characteristically conforming to a single vascular territory [17]. Points
that may exhibit reversible change without evident decrease in
the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) of acute stage lesions
differ from a cerebral infarction. The ADC values of the lesions
are reported as a mild increase, unchanged, or mild decrease.
Although these differences are presumed to reflect the timing
of measurement and differences in the state of the disease, in
the early stage of the disease it is at least presumed that angioedema forms the core or coexists as legions. We speculate
that it is a special edematous change with a strong effect on
the cerebral cortex, reflecting hyperpermeability of capillary
blood vessels. Such patterns represent a hallmark finding of
MELAS in addition to brain CT scans that reveal calcification.

Atrophy of the cerebrum is a common feature of mitochondrial
in childhood and adulthood [18]. While tissue atrophy may be
slowly progressive in some cases, others that demonstrate rapid
progression of atrophy that parallels clinical decline [19]. The
neuroimaging feature was recognized in our case (Fig. 4a, b).
However, it is difficult to accurately identify MELAS based
only on this image finding in elderly patients as observed in
our case. Such as seizures, one of the characteristics of the MELAS, are also complications of cerebral infarctions and symptomatic epilepsy. There are some differences between MELAS
episodes and “regular” cerebral infarctions episodes which are
the sudden loss of sensation on one side of the body, altered
sensations on one side of the body, difficulty speaking or understanding speech, sudden weakness or paralysis on one side
of the body, etc. Thus, based on the results of previous studies
and the results of our case, in cerebral infarction in the elderly,
we propose that the features presented in Table 2 should be considered in the differential diagnosis of MELAS. When cerebral
infarctions are encountered in patients with these characteristics, the pyruvic acid and lactic acid levels should be measured.
That the elderly patients with strokes should be suspected of
MELAS is true not in the routine cases of an elderly patient
with diabetes, but in cases where there are additional features of
a mitochondrial disease, such as seizures which are a common
complication of cerebral infarctions, early-onset sensorineural
hearing loss, image that are inconsistent with the main bloodvessel-dominant region, etc (Table 2).
Conclusion
To date, MELAS has been regarded as a disease of the relatively young. However, A3243G mutations typical of diabetes
are estimated to be present in approximately 2% of all diabetes patients, which suggests that the potential disease population with mitochondrial disorders is greater than previously
thought, and there may be many cases that have been misdiagnosed as cerebral infarction among the elderly. In the future, it
is expected that the incidence of patients with cerebral infarction and DM will greatly increase. Thus, we should evaluate
cerebral infarction in the elderly with caution to prevent the
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missed diagnoses of MELAS.
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